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Abstract
In this paper, a new expression for the partition function of the generalized Penner model given by
Goulden, Harer and Jackson is derived. The Penner and the orthogonal Penner partition functions are spe-
cial cases of this formula. The parametrized Euler characteristic ξsg(γ ) deduced from our expression of
the partition function is shown to exhibit a contribution from the orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli
space of Riemann surfaces of genus g, with s punctures, for all parameters γ and g odd. The other contribu-
tions for g even are linear combinations of the Bernoulli polynomials at rational arguments. It turns out that
the free energy coefficients of the generalized Penner model in the continuum limit, are identical to those
coefficients in the large N expansion of the Gaussian β-ensemble. Moreover, the duality enjoyed by the
generalized Penner model, is also the duality symmetry of the Gaussian β-ensemble. Finally, a shift in the
’t Hooft coupling constant required by the refined topological string, would leave the Gaussian β-ensemble
duality intact. This duality is identified with the remarkable duality of the c = 1 string at radius R = β.
© 2013 The Author. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
1. Introduction
In their interesting paper, Goulden, Harer and Jackson [1] generalized the Penner matrix
model [2], and obtained an expression for the parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ). This
polynomial in γ−1 gives when specializing the parameter, γ , to γ = 1 and γ = 1/2, the orb-
ifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space of complex algebraic curves (Riemann surfaces) of
genus g with s punctures and real algebraic curves (non-orientable surfaces) of genus g with s
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ifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space of complex algebraic curves [2,3]. On the other
hand, if g is even, ξ sg(1/2) corresponds to the orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space
of real algebraic curves, also known as the orthogonal Penner model [4,5]. One must say that the
Penner approach is more accessible to physicists since it uses Feynman diagrams and random
matrices [6].
In this paper we give an alternative formula for the partition function from which ξ sg(γ ) can be
computed. The simplicity of this formula is that the partition functions of the Penner and the or-
thogonal Penner models are transparent, and so this formula may be considered as a parametrized
partition function for the generalized Penner model. This formula shows that for odd g, the
parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) is a sum of two terms, the orbifold Euler characteristic
of the moduli space of complex algebraic curves and a linear combination of the Bernoulli poly-
nomials at rational arguments. For even g, ξ sg(γ ) is shown to coincide with the results obtained
previously in [1].
We find that in the continuum limit (double scaling), both the Penner and the generalized
Penner matrix models have the same critical points. The free energy of the latter model in this
limit is related to the c = 1 string free energy at radius R = γ [7]. This observation was made
recently in connection with N = 2 gauge theory in the Ω-background [8]. It is also interesting
to note that the free energy in the continuum limit, and the nonperturbative terms1 of the present
model are given by the free energy of the Gaussian β-ensemble in the large N limit. This follows
from the expression for the partition function of the generalized Penner matrix model, see Eq. (1),
below. This can be understood from the fact that matrix models are considered as topological
gauge theories, like the Chern–Simons gauge theory. In particular, the nonperturbative terms of
the SU(N)-Chern–Simons gauge theory, that is, the volume of the SU(N) gauge group [10],
may be reproduced by taking the double scaling limit of the perturbative SU(N)-Chern–Simons
gauge theory [11]. Note that the double scaled theory also corresponds to the c = 1 matrix model
at self-dual radius, that is, the Penner model or equivalently, closed topological (B model) strings
on S3 deformation of the conifold [12]. The nonperturbative terms in the Penner model may be
shown to be captured by the continuum limit of the Penner model itself. This was extended to
SO/Sp-Chern–Simons gauge theories in [13].
These aforementioned observations show clearly that the Gaussian β-ensemble partition func-
tion may be considered as a volume of a certain gauge group of the generalized Penner matrix
model. For example, the partition function for β = 1, gives the volume of the SU(N) gauge
group, while for β = 1/2,2 the corresponding gauge groups are the SO(N), Sp(N) respectively.
Therefore the generalized Penner matrix model in the continuum limit may be considered as an
alternative approach to carry out the large N -expansion of the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy
[8,14–16]. In particular, the free energy in the continuum limit of this model is the asymptotic
expansion of the Barnes double-Gamma function [14].
The explicit expression for the free energy of the generalized Penner model in the continuum
limit (see Eq. (37)) bears the duality symmetry γ → 1/γ and μ → −γμ, where μ = N(1 − t)
is a continuum parameter. This duality symmetry is similar to the one found earlier in [17],
which may be considered as a natural generalization of the equivalence of Sp(2N) and SO(−2N)
gauge theories [18]. As a result, the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy in the large N limit should
1 Here, these terms arise from the volume of the gauge group only, that is, instanton corrections are turned-off. If,
however, these corrections are taken into account, then the matrix model partition function would be defined in the
complex plane with a suitable contour of integration [9].
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coupling. For β = 1, one recovers the c = 1 string at self-radius, i.e., the topological B-model
string on the deformed conifold. This is known to be even in the string coupling constant gs .
Shifting the coupling constant t required by the refined topological string [19,20], the duality
symmetry is kept intact, and coincides with the remarkable duality symmetry of the c = 1 string
at radius R = β [7].
In the following sections, we proceed as follows: in Section 2, we derive formulas for the par-
tition function of the generalized Penner matrix model, and the parametrized Euler characteristic
ξ sg(γ ). A brief review of the Gaussian β-ensemble and its connection to the generalized Penner
model is given in Section 3. Here, the double-scaling limit is carried out and is shown to have the
same critical points as in the usual Penner model. Also, it is shown that the generalized Penner
model in the continuum limit reproduces the large N -expansion of the Gaussian β-ensemble free
energy. The duality symmetry of the generalized Penner model is discussed in Section 4, and is
shown to induce the same duality symmetry in the Gaussian β-ensemble, where it holds order
by order. Finally, the conclusion of this work is drawn in Section 5.
2. The generalized Penner partition function and the parametrized Euler characteristic
The partition function for the generalized Penner model [1] can be written as
Wγ (N, t) =
∫
RN |(λ)|2γ
∏N
j=1 e−iγ λj /
√
t e−
γ
t
log(1−i√tλj ) dλj∫
RN |(λ)|2γ
∏N
j=1 e−γ
∑N
i=1 λ2i /2 dλj
, (1)
where (λ) = ∏1i<jN(λj − λi) is the Vandermonde determinant. If we set γ = 1, then
W1(N, t) is the Penner model partition function [2], and so this generalized model may be con-
sidered as a deformed Penner model; the deformation parameter being γ . In this model, the
partition function of the Gaussian β-ensemble that appears in the denominator plays the role of
the volume of certain gauge group. This corresponds to the nonperturbative terms in the gener-
alized Penner model.
In the next section, we will check that the free energy for this model in the continuum limit
is the large N expansion for the free energy of the Gaussian β-ensemble. The parametrized
Euler characteristic [1] was shown to be connected to the partition function Wγ (N, t) through
the following expression
ξ sg(γ ) = s!(−1)s
[
Nstg+s−1
] 1
γ
logWγ (N, t), (2)
where [X]Y is a short notation for the coefficient of X in the expansion of Y , and
Wγ (N, t) =
(√
2π e−γ /t
(
γ
t
) γ
t
− 12 ((N−1)γ+1))N N−1∏
j=0
1
	(
γ
t
− γj) ,
is the partition function obtained from Eq. (1) using the Selberg integration formula.
To motivate our method in obtaining ξ sg(γ ), let us consider the case in which γ = 1/2. To that
end, we use the Legendre duplication formula to show that
N−1∏
	
(
1
2t
− j
2
)
=
N/2−1∏ √π
21/t−(N−(2j+1))−1
	
(
1
t
− (N − (2j + 1))), (3)
j=0 j=0
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(
1
t
− (N − (2j + 1)))= tN−(2j+1)	( 1t )∏N−(2j+1)
p=1 (1 − pt)
, (4)
we get
W1/2(N, t) =
(√
2πt (et)−1/t
	( 1
t
)
)N/2 N/2−1∏
j=0
N−(2j+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt). (5)
By setting γ = 1/q , q being an integer and N = qK , Goulden, Harer and Jackson have derived
the following formula
W 1
q
(qK, t) =
( √
2πt
	( 1
t
) (et)
1
t
)K∏K
l=1
∏ql
j=1(1 − j t)∏K
j=1(1 − tqj)
, (6)
and in particular,
W1/2(N, t) =
(√
2πt (et)−1/t
	( 1
t
)
)N/2∏N/2
l=1
∏2l
j=1(1 − j t)∏N/2
j=1(1 − 2tj )
. (7)
As a consequence, we deduce the following identity∏N/2
l=1
∏2l
j=1(1 − j t)∏N/2
j=1(1 − 2tj )
=
N/2−1∏
j=0
N−(2j+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt)
=
N/2∏
p=1
(
1 − (2p − 1)t)N/2−p+1(1 − (2p)t)N/2−p, (8)
where N is assumed to be even. Note that the last equality follows from the identity
N−(2j+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt) =
N/2−j∏
p=1
(
1 − (2p − 1)t)N/2−1−j∏
p=1
(1 − 2pt).
As a result, the partition function W1/2(N, t) is reduced to a single product as follows
W1/2(N, t) =
(√
2πt (et)−1/t
	( 1
t
)
)N/2 N/2∏
p=1
(
1 − (2p − 1)t)N/2−p+1(1 − (2p)t)N/2−p. (9)
Therefore, the free energy in this case reads
2 logW1/2(N, t)
= log
((√
2πt (et)−1/t
	( 1
t
)
)N N∏
p=1
(1 − pt)N−p
)
+ log
N/2∏
p=1
(
1 − (2p − 1)t). (10)
This is exactly the free energy of the orthogonal Penner model [5], where the first term represents
the Penner free energy.
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Penner model for all q’s, would involve a single product∏K
l=1
∏ql
j=1(1 − j t)∏K
j=1(1 − tqj)
=
N/q−1∏
j=0
N−(qj+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt)
=
N/q∏
p=1
(
1 − (qp − (q − 1))t)N/q−p+1(1 − (qp − (q − 2))t)N/q−p+1
× (1 − (qp − (q − 3))t)N/q−p+1 · · · (1 − (qp)t)N/q−p. (11)
The products on the right-hand side are taken over all non-congruent and congruent to q , of
which q − 1 products are non-congruent to q , and N being a multiple of q . This identity which
was first proposed and checked for several values of N , is a natural generalization of Eq. (8). The
derivation of this identity is given in Appendix A. Using this identity, one can write the partition
function of the generalized Penner model in terms of a single product as
W 1
q
(N, t) =
( √
2πt
	( 1
t
) (et)
1
t
)N/q N/q∏
p=1
(
1 − (qp − (q − 1))t)N/q−p+1
× (1 − (qp − (q − 2))t)N/q−p+1
× (1 − (qp − (q − 3))t)N/q−p+1 · · · (1 − (qp)t)N/q−p. (12)
Finally, the expression for the free energy reads
q logW 1
q
(N, t)
= log
( √
2πt
	( 1
t
) (et)
1
t
)N
+
N∑
p=1
(N − p) log(1 − pt)
+
N∑
p=1
log(1 − pt) −
N/q∑
p=1
log(1 − qpt) +
N/q∑
p=1
log
(
1 − (qp − (q − 2))t)
+ 2
N/q∑
p=1
log
(
1 − (qp − (q − 3))t)+ · · · + (q − 2) N/q∑
p=1
log
(
1 − (qp − 1)t). (13)
The first line in this formula is nothing but the free energy of the Penner model. This computes
the orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space of Riemann surfaces of genus g with s
punctures χ(Msg) [2,3]. As a consequence, the parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) for any
q  2, contains a contribution coming from the orbifold Euler characteristic of the moduli space
of complex algebraic curves given by
χ
(Msg)= (−1)s (g + s − 2)!(g + 1)(g − 1)!Bg+1, (14)
for odd g, and Bg is the gth Bernoulli number. One should note that the third and the fourth lines
in Eq. (13) do contribute to ξ sg(γ ) only for q  3. The free energy in Eq. (13) gives the well
known results for q = 1, q = 2.
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q
(N, t) that computes ξ sg(γ ),
such that the first line which generates χ(Msg) is omitted. For this purpose, q logW 11
q
(N, t) is
considered to be the free energy. Expanding the latter term, one has
q logW 11
q
(N, t)
= −
∑
m1
tm
m
(
N∑
p=1
pm −
N/q∑
p=1
(qp)m
)
−
∑
m1
tm
m
m∑
j0
(−1)j
(
m
j
) N/q∑
p1
qmpm−j
×
((
1 − 2
q
)j
+ 2
(
1 − 3
q
)j
+ · · · + (q − 2)
(
1
q
)j)
. (15)
Using the power sum formula
n∑
j=1
jk = 1
k + 1
k+1∑
r=1
(
k + 1
r
)
Bk+1−r (−1)k+1−rnr ,
the free energy reads
q logW 11
q
(N, t) = −
∑
m1
tm
m
(
1
m + 1
m+1∑
l=1
(
m + 1
l
)
(−1)m+1−lBm+1−lNl
)
+
∑
m1
tm
m
(
qm
m + 1
m+1∑
l=1
(
m + 1
l
)
(−1)m+1−lBm+1−lq−lNl
)
−
∑
m1
tm
m
(
m∑
j=0
(−1)j
(
m
j
)
qm
m − j + 1
)
×
(
m−j+1∑
l=1
(
m − j + 1
l
)
(−1)m−j+1−lBm−j+1−lq−lNl
)
×
((
1 − 2
q
)j
+ 2
(
1 − 3
q
)j
+ · · · + (q − 2)
(
1
q
)j)
. (16)
If we extract the coefficient ξ sg(γ ) of s!(−1)sNstg+s−1 from Eq. (16), we get (with m =
g + s − 1 and l = s)
ξ sg(γ ) = s!(−1)s
[
Nstg+s−1
]
q logW 11
q
(N, t)
= (−1)s+1 (g + s − 2)!
g! (−1)
g
(
1 − qg−1)Bg
+ (−1)s+1 (g + s − 2)!
g! (−1)
gqg−1
g∑
j=0
(
g
j
)
Bg−j
×
((
1 − 2
)j
+ 2
(
1 − 3
)j
+ · · · + (q − 2)
(
1
)j)
. (17)
q q q
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following closed form formula
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s+1
(g + s − 2)!
g!
(
1 − qg−1)Bg
+ (−1)s+1 (g + s − 2)!
g! q
g−1
(
q − 2
2
)(
1
qg−1
− 1
)
Bg
= (−1)s (g + s − 2)!
g!2
(
qg − q)Bg. (18)
This result is indeed in complete agreement with the expression obtained by Goulden, Harer, and
Jackson [1].
For odd g, the first line given in Eq. (13) generates the orbifold Euler characteristic for the
moduli space of complex algebraic curves of genus g with s punctures χ(Msg). The other con-
tributions for ξ sg(γ ) do come only from the last term of Eq. (17) since the first term of latter
equation does not contribute for odd g and g > 1. Hence,
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s
(g + s − 2)!
(g + 1)(g − 1)!Bg+1
+ (−1)s (g + s − 2)!
g! q
g−1
×
(
Bg
(
1 − 2
q
)
+ 2Bg
(
1 − 3
q
)
+ · · · + (q − 2)Bg
(
1
q
))
, (19)
where Bn(x) = ∑nk=0 (nk)Bkxn−k is the Bernoulli polynomial of degree n. Making use of the
symmetry Bn(1 − x) = −Bn(x) for odd n, the sum on the right-hand side for odd q can be
written as
Bg
(
1 − 2
q
)
+ 2Bg
(
1 − 3
q
)
+ · · · + (q − 2)Bg
(
1
q
)
= (q − 2)Bg
(
1
q
)
+ (q − 4)Bg
(
2
q
)
+ · · · + Bg
(
q − 1
2q
)
. (20)
However, if q is even, Eq. (20) still holds except that the last term is replaced by 2Bg(q−22q ).
As a consequence, and for odd g and q , the expression for the parametrized Euler character-
istic becomes
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s
(2g + s − 3)!
(2g)(2g − 2)!B2g
+ (−1)s (2g + s − 3)!
(2g − 1)! q
2g−2
(
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
))
, (21)
while for even q , the maximum value of i in the sum is (q − 2)/2. Therefore, the parametrized
Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) exhibits a contribution from the orbifold Euler characteristic of the
moduli space of complex algebraic curves χ(Msg). The other contributions are linear combina-
tions of the Bernoulli polynomials at rational arguments. Note that for the real algebraic curves
case (q = 2), the parametrized Euler characteristic is equal to χ(Msg) for odd g.
Recall that the parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ), is coefficient of s!(−1)sNstg+s−1 in
the expansion of 1 logWγ (N, t). In terms of the generating series for the number of embeddedγ
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rooted maps. The parametrized generating series is given by
Mγ (y, x, z) =
∑
I,j,n
mγ
(
I, xj , zn
)
yIxj zn,
where I = (i1, i2, . . .), y = (y1, y2, . . .), yi =∏k1 yikk , and mγ (I, xj , zn) is the number of rooted
maps in a surface, with n edges, j faces and ik vertices of valence (degree) k. It was shown in [1],
that ξ sg(γ ) and Mγ (y, x, z) are related through the following formula
ξ sg(γ ) = s!(−1)s
[
Nstg+s−1
]
ΨMγ ,
Ψ is the operator defined by
Ψf (y, x, z) = 2
2
1∫
0
f
((
u(t)
)
, x, z
)dz
z
,
where u(t) = (u1, u2, . . .), u1 = u2 = 0, uk = −i(√t)k−2, k  3, physically means that we re-
spectively discard the tadpole and the self-energy insertions.
These results show that ξ sg(γ ) may be expressed as coefficients in the generalized Pen-
ner free energy, or equivalently as an alternating summation for the number of rooted maps;
mγ (I, xj , zn). It was conjectured that the number of rooted maps is a polynomial in 1/γ with
integer coefficients [1]. It is also possible to obtain ξ sg(γ ) through the action of the puncture oper-
ator 1
s!
∂s
∂μs
( 1
s!
∂s
∂ts
) on the expression for the free energy in the continuum limit of the generalized
Penner model (the Gaussian β-ensemble), respectively. The last statement is a consequence of
the Penner model because differentiating the free energy n-times with respect to the continuum
variable μ, bring back the punctures to the Riemann surface.
Now, identifying our results for odd-g ξsg(γ ) with those in [1], one reaches the following
equality
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s
(g + s − 2)!
(g + 1)(g − 1)!Bg+1
+ (−1)s (g + s − 2)!
g! q
g−1
(
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)Bg
(
i
q
))
= (g + s − 2)!(−1)
s+1
(g + 1)!
{
(g + 1)Bgqg +
g+1∑
r=0
(
g + 1
r
)
Bg+1−rBrqr
}
. (22)
The last expression in the above equation corresponds to the parametrized Euler characteristic
derived in [1]. If g = 1, the following formula is deduced
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B1
(
i
q
)
= −
(
1
12
q2 − 1
4
q + 1
6
)
. (23)
On the other hand, and for odd g (g > 1)
(q−1)/2∑
(q − 2i)Bg
(
i
q
)
= −q1−g
(
Bg+1 + 1
g + 1
g+1∑(g + 1
r
)
Bg+1−rBrqr
)
, (24)i=1 r=1
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2g∑
r=1
(
2g
r
)
B2g−rBrqr =
g∑
r=1
(
2g
2r
)
B2g−2rB2rq2r
= (1 − 2g)B2g − (2g)q2g−2
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
)
. (25)
Since the second sum given in Eq. (21) has contributions for q  3 only, we should have
2g∑
r=1
(
2g
2r
)
B2g−2rB2r =
g∑
r=1
(
2g
2r
)
B2g−2rB2r22r = (1 − 2g)B2g. (26)
These are well known formulae for Bernoulli numbers. The consistency of the formulas given
by Eqs. (23) and (24) can be checked through the following simple examples. The first formula
for q = 3 and q = 4 gives B1(1/3) = −1/6 and B1(1/4) = −1/4, respectively. Setting g = 3,
q = 3 and q = 4, B3(1/3) = 1/27 and B3(1/4) = 3/64, respectively. This is in agreement with
the direct evaluation of the Bernoulli polynomials at these rational values.
Finally, if one recalls the Almkvist–Meurman theorem [21], which states that the product
qgBg(i/q) for odd g (g > 1) and 0 i  q is an integer,
2qg−1
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
iBg
(
i
q
)
−
(
Bg+1 + 1
g + 1
g+1∑
r=1
(
g + 1
r
)
Bg+1−rBrqr
)
, (27)
must be an integer.
3. The generalized Penner model and the Gaussian β-ensemble
We have seen in the last section that the parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) for odd
g exhibits a contribution from the Euler characteristic of moduli spaces of complex algebraic
curves, thus giving strong evidence for an underlying geometrical meaning. It was suggested in
[1] that ξ sg(γ ) may be considered as the virtual Euler characteristic of some moduli spaces, as yet
unidentified. Since the generalized Penner model is a γ -deformation of the Penner model itself,
one would expect that in the continuum limit (double-scaling), the free energy that computes the
parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) is related to the c = 1 string theory at radius R = γ [7].
Also, in the continuum limit, the free energy of this model corresponds to the large N asymptotic
expansion of the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy. Before taking the continuum limit of the
generalized Penner model we first review briefly the Gaussian β-ensemble and then proceed by
showing, in detail, how this model and the generalized Penner model are related to each other.
3.1. The Gaussian β-ensemble
The Gaussian β-ensemble is defined by the following partition function [15,22]
Z = 1
N !(2π)N
∫ N∏
i=1
dλi
∣∣(λ)∣∣2βe− βgs ∑Ni=1 λ2i=1 , (28)
2 We very recently proved this identity. The work is in progress.
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Gaussian ensemble partition function by the parameter β . For finite N , the above matrix integral
can be evaluated using Mehta’s formula [23]∫ N∏
i=1
dλi
∣∣(λ)∣∣2βe− 12 ∑Ni=1 λ2i=1 = (2π)N/2 N∏
k=1
	(1 + βk)
	(1 + β) . (29)
Setting β = 1, Z ∼∏N−1k=1 k! ∼ 1/vol(U(N)). Here, vol(U(N)) is the volume of the unitary
gauge group for the partition function of the Gaussian ensemble,
Z = 1
vol(U(N))
∫
dM e
− 1
gs
Tr M2
,
where the integration is over N ×N Hermitian matrix M . The expression ∏N−1k=1 k! is the Barnes
gamma function G2(z) defined by G2(N +1) =∏N−1k=1 (N −k)!, known in the large N expansion
to reproduce all the genera contributions of the B-model on the conifold [10]. This is also the
Penner model in the continuum limit. The special values β = 2, 1/2 compute the volume of the
gauge groups Sp(N) and SO(N) respectively. In the large N limit, these volumes give rise to the
Sp(N)/SO(N) Penner models in the continuum limit [13].
For β = 2, the Gaussian partition function can be written as
Z ∼
1
N !
N∏
k=1
(2k)!
2
=
N∏
k=1
(2k − 1)!∼ 1
vol(Sp(2N))
,
while for β = 1/2 and using the Legendre duplication formula, the partition function reads
Z ∼
1
N !
N∏
k=1
	(1 + k/2)
1/2
√
π
∼ (N − 2)!(N − 4)! · · ·6!4!2!∼ 1
vol(Sp(N − 1)) ,
where N is assumed to be even. It was shown [13] that vol(Sp(2N − 1)) and vol(SO(2N)) are
equivalent, thus, Z ∼ 1
vol(SO(N)) for β = 1/2.
This very close relationship between the Gaussian β-ensemble and the generalized Penner
model is expected though. The partition function for the Gaussian β-ensemble given by Eq. (28)
plays the role of the volume for certain gauge group of the generalized Penner model partition
function given by Eq. (1). Here, we used the fact that the matrix models are gauge theories like
the Chern–Simons gauge theories, and nonperturbative terms in such models are captured by the
volume of the corresponding gauge groups. One should also point out that the nonperturbative
terms which are reproduced in the double scaling limit of the Chern–Simons gauge theory may
be extended to matrix models as well.
3.2. The double scaling limit of the generalized Penner model
We will show that in the continuum limit, this model reproduces the generating function for
the parametrized Euler characteristic without punctures, and has the same critical points as the
Penner model [24,26]. To that end, let us write the free energy for the generalized Penner model
as
Fq(N, t) = 1
q
∑ (−1)s
s! ξ
s
g(γ )N
stg+s−1, (30)
g,s
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into two sectors of even and odd g. Therefore, Fq(N, t) = Feq (N, t)+Foq (N, t), where Feq (N, t)
and Foq (N, t) refer to the even and odd g contributions to the free energy, respectively. For even g,
the contribution to the free energy reads
Feq (N, t) =
∑
g,s
(2g + s − 2)!
s!2
(
q2g−1 − 1) B2g
(2g)!N
1−2gt2g−1+s
= N
2
∑
s=2
t s−1
s(s − 1)
(
1
q
− 1
)
+ 1
2
∑
g1
∑
s0
(2g + s − 2)!
s!
(
q2g−1 − 1) B2g
(2g)!N
1−2gt2g−1+s . (31)
The sum over punctures is carried out and gives
Feq (N, t) =
N
2
(
1 +
(
1 − t
t
)
log(1 − t)
)(
1
q
− 1
)
+ 1
2
∑
g1
(
N(1 − t)
t
)1−2g(
q2g−1 − 1) B2g
(2g)(2g − 1) . (32)
To obtain the continuum limit for the free energy Fq(N, t), one sets μ = N(1 − t), N → ∞ and
t → 1, such that μ is kept fixed (double scaling limit) and gets
Feq (μ) =
μ
2
logμ
(
1
q
− 1
)
+ 1
2
∑
g1
μ1−2g
(
q2g−1 − 1) B2g
(2g)(2g − 1) . (33)
This is the generalization of the orthogonal free energy Penner model in the continuum limit
(q = 2) [4,5], with the same critical points as the Penner model [24,26].
For odd g, the free energy contribution is
Foq (N, t) =
1
q
∑
g,s
(2g + s − 3)!
s!(2g)! (2g − 1)B2gN
2−2gt2g−2+s
+
∑
g,s
(2g + s − 3)!
s!(2g − 1)! q
2g−3
(
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
))
N2−2gt2g−2+s , (34)
where the first term is the free energy of the Penner model discussed in detail elsewhere [24],
while the second term is the free energy contribution for q  3. Summing the latter term over the
punctures gives
∑
g,s
(2g + s − 3)!
s!(2g − 1)! q
2g−3
(
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
))
N2−2gt2g−2+s
= log(1 − t)
(
1
12
q − 1
4
+ 1
6q
)
+
∑(N(1 − t)
t
)2−2g
q2g−3
(2g − 1)(2g − 2)
(
(q−1)/2∑
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
))
. (35)g2 i=1
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Foq (μ) =
1
2q
μ2 logμ − 1
12q
logμ + 1
q
∑
g2
1
(2g − 2)
B2g
2g
μ2−2g
+ 1
q
(
1
12
q2 − q
4
+ 1
6
)
logμ
+ 1
q
∑
g2
1
(2g − 1)(2g − 2)
(
(q−1)/2∑
i=1
(q − 2i)B2g−1
(
i
q
))
(μ/q)2−2g. (36)
If we set q = 2, we recover our previous results [5] on the orthogonal Penner model in which the
orientable contribution part gives half the Penner free energy.
Our expression for the free energy Fq(μ) has two sectors; the even and the odd powers in μ.
This is reminiscent of the large N asymptotic expansion of the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy
[8,15,16]. Discarding the regular terms in μ and adding Eqs. (34)–(36), the total free energy is
Fγ (μ) = γμ
2
2
logμ + γ − 1
2
μ logμ + 1 − 3γ + γ
2
12γ
logμ
+ 1 − γ
24γμ
+ 1 − 5γ
2 + γ 4
720γ 3μ2
+ 1 − γ
3
720γ 3μ3
+ · · ·
+
(
γ
10 080
− 1
3040γ
− 1
4370γ 3
− 1
3040γ 5
+ 1
10 080γ 7
)
1
μ6
+ 1
2
∑
g3
(
1
γ 2g−1
− 1
)
B2g
(2g)(2g − 1)μ
1−2g
− γ
∑
g5
1
(2g − 2)(2g − 1)
B2g
2g
μ2−2g
− γ
∑
g5
1
(2g − 2)(2g − 1)2g
( 2g∑
r=1
(
2g
r
)
B2g−rBr
(
1
γ
)r)
μ2−2g. (37)
Let us now compare our results with those obtained in [15] for the free energy of the Gaussian
β-ensemble in the large N limit. In [15], the partition function for the Gaussian β-ensemble
for finite N is expressed in terms of the double Gamma Barnes function 	2(x;a, b). Using the
asymptotic expansion for log	2(x;a, b) up to some additive terms [14], the expression for the
free energy [15] reads
F = − log	2(t;−gs, gs/β)
= βt
2
2
(
log t − 3
2
)
g−2s +
β − 1
2
t
(
log(βt) − 1)g−1s + 1 − 3β + β212β log(βt)
+ 1 − β
24βt
gs + 1 − 5β
2 + β4
720β3t2
g2s +
1 − β3
720β3t3
g3s + · · · , (38)
where t , gs are the ’t Hooft coupling and the string coupling constant respectively. This expres-
sion shows clearly that if we let γ = β and μ = t
gs
, up to regular terms, the coefficients of Fγ (μ)
are exactly those of the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy for large N [15]. This also shows that
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gauge group which we do not know in general. For β = 2,1/2, the gauge groups are Sp(N) and
SO(N), respectively. Note that the coefficients of even and odd powers of μ are separated in our
formula from each other, unlike those of the Gaussian β-ensemble.
4. Duality symmetry of the generalized Penner model and the Gaussian β-ensemble
It was shown in [17], that the free energy of the generalized Penner model bears the dual-
ity Fγ (N, t) = F 1
γ
(−γN, t). This duality first appeared in connection with the equivalence of
Sp(2N) and SO(−2N) gauge theories[18]. It is interesting to note that such symmetry still holds
in the continuum limit for all terms without logarithmic singularities albeit N is replaced by
the parameter μ, that is, Fγ (μ) =F1/γ (−γμ). Although the logarithmic singularities break this
duality, their coefficients do enjoy it.
This duality manifests itself clearly in the odd sector, while for the even sector, the duality
may be shown to hold by realizing that the last term but one in Eq. (37) is dual to the last term
with r = 2g. The other terms that are dual to each other are those terms whose coefficients are(2g
2r
)
B2g−2rB2r =
( 2g
2g−2r
)
B2rB2g−2r , Br = 0 for odd r > 1. There is also a self-dual term whose
coefficient is
(2g
g
)
B2g . As a consequence, this duality is also a duality symmetry of the Gaussian
β-ensemble free energy for large N .
The duality transformation of the Gaussian β-ensemble should be β → 1
β
and t → −βt . This
fact can be easily checked using the non-logarithmic terms in Eq. (38). In order to test this duality
term by term in the free energy, one needs to know the explicit expression for the terms in the
free energy F = − log	2(t;−gs, gs/β) that are neither constants nor logarithmic. Using the
asymptotic expansion of the double Gamma Barnes function [14], these terms are
∞∑
n=1
(n − 1)!en(a, b)t−n, (39)
where the coefficients en(a, b) for a = −gs and b = gs/β are:
en(−gs, gs/β) = Bn+12(n + 1)!
(
(−1)n + 1
βn
)
gns −
Bn+2
(n + 2)!
(
(−1)n + 1
βn+2
)
βgns
−
n−2∑
j=0
(−1)n−j Bn−jBj+2
(n − j)!(j + 2)! (1/β)
j+1gns , for n 2. (40)
At this point, it is not difficult to see that the first two terms in (n − 1)!en(−gs, gs/β)t−n are
invariant under the transformation β → 1
β
and t → −βt . Under this transformation, the last term
may be written as
−
n−2∑
j=0
(−1)j Bn−jBj+2
(n − j)!(j + 2)! (β)
j+1gns (βt)−n.
A simple exercise shows that this is exactly the last term
−
n−2∑
(−1)n−j Bn−jBj+2
(n − j)!(j + 2)! (1/β)
j+1gns t−n.
j=0
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term for j = n−22 , for n even. If n is odd, the above sum is identically zero since Bm = 0, for
odd m 3. Therefore, we conclude that the duality symmetry of the Gaussian β-ensemble is a
consequence of the duality symmetry of the generalized Penner model.
Note that the above results would have been obtained if we were to use the Schwinger integral
[8]. In this representation, the free energy of the Gaussian β-ensemble can be written as
FG ∼
∫
ds
s
e−ts
(e1s − 1)(e2s − 1) ∼Φ
0(β) log(t) +
∑
n1
gns
tn
Φn(β),
where 1 = gs√β , 2 = − gs√β . Φ0(β) and Φn(β) are the β dependent coefficients that appeared
in the double Gamma Barnes function. The above expression for the free energy is obviously
symmetric under the exchange 1 ←→ 2. However, the expression is generally not invariant
under the exchange (1, 2) → (−2,−2) except when 1 = −2. Making a shift t → t + 1+22 ,
this symmetry is restored. The asymptotic expansion in this case is
FG(t;gs,β) =
∫
ds
s
e−ts
(e1s − e−1s)(e2s − e−2s) ∼ Ψ
0(β) log(t) +
∑
n1
gns
tn
Ψ n(β),
where
Ψ 0(β) = − 1
24
(
β + β−1), (41)
and for n 1
Ψ n(β) = (n − 1)!
n+2∑
j=0
(−1)j Bn+2−jBj
(n + 2 − j)!(j)!
(
21−j − 1)(21−n−2+j − 1)(β)j−n/2−1. (42)
The right-hand side is zero for n odd, and since Bj = 0 for j even, the free energy without
logarithmic singularities reads
FG(t;β,gs)∼
∞∑
m=1
(2m − 1)!
m+1∑
j=0
B2m+2−2jB2j
(2m + 2 − 2j)!(2j)!
× (21−2j − 1)(21−2m−2+2j − 1)(β)2j−m−1 g2ms
t2m
. (43)
The above equation shows that FG(t;β,gs) = FG(−tβ;1/β,gs) under the duality transfor-
mation (β → 1
β
and t → −βt) since the sum over j remains invariant. That is, the duality
transformation is preserved when shifting the coupling; t → t + 1+22 . Under this shift, the
powers of t in the expansion for the free energy are even, so the duality in this case is β → 1
β
and t → βt . This is exactly the remarkable duality symmetry obtained for the c = 1 string at
radius β [7].
5. Conclusion
In this work alternative new formulas for the partition function as well as the free energy
that computes the parametrized Euler characteristic of the generalized Penner model are given.
These formulas contain both the Penner and the orthogonal Penner models as special cases.
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a contribution from the orbifold Euler characteristic of Riemann surfaces of genus g with s
punctures.
Our explicit formula for the free energy of the generalized Penner model gives exactly the
same coefficients as the Gaussian β-ensemble free energy in the large N limit. Also our for-
mula shows clearly that the duality enjoyed by the generalized Penner model is preserved in the
continuum limit, albeit N is replaced by the coupling μ, Fγ (μ) = F1/γ (−γμ). This duality in
turn induces the same duality for the Gaussian β-ensemble; β → 1
β
and t → −βt . This duality
symmetry survives the shift of the coupling constant t required by the refined topological string.
The duality in this case coincides with that of the c = 1 string at radius β . In terms of the equiv-
ariant parameters 1 = √βgs , 2 = − gs√β , β = − 12 , this duality may be written as 1 ↔ 2, and
t → 1
2
t .
We have recently shown that in the continuum limit both the SO Chern–Simons gauge theory
[25] and the SO Penner model are equivalent [13]. Therefore, we may ask if there is a Chern–
Simons gauge theory whose free energy in the continuum limit (the logarithm of the volume of
the gauge group in the large N limit), is given by Eq. (37). This may correspond to a topological
string on the quotient of the resolved conifold by the discrete group Zγ .
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Appendix A. Derivation of the proposed identity
We present an explicit derivation of the proposed identity given in Eq. (11). The multiple
product of the left-hand side of Eq. (11) may be expanded to give∏K
l=1
∏ql
j=1(1 − j t)∏K
j=1(1 − tqj)
=
q∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
2q∏
j=1
(1 − j t) · · ·
qK−q∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
qK−1∏
j q
(1 − j t),
where
qK−1∏
j q
(1 − j t) =
∏qK
j=1(1 − j t)∏K
j=1(1 − tqj)
here, j  q means that j is not multiple of q , and N = qK . The above product is reminiscent of
certain products connected with the Euler gas [27]. Explicitly, this product may be written as
qK−1∏
j q
(1 − j t) =
q−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t)(1 − (q + 1)t) · · · (1 − (N − (q − 1))t) · · · (1 − (N − 1)t),
by canceling all the terms in the product for which j is a multiple of q . Combining the q − 1
products (1 − (N − (q − 1))t) · · · (1 − (N − 1)t) with ∏qK−q(1 − j t) gives ∏N−1(1 − j t).j=1 j=1
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∏N−q−1
j=1 (1 − j t) may be obtained by combining the q − 1 products
(1 − (N − (2q − 1))t) · · · (1 − (N − (q + 1)t)) with ∏qK−2qj=1 (1 − j t). Continuing this process,
we obtain the following∏K
l=1
∏ql
j=1(1 − j t)∏K
j=1(1 − tqj)
=
N−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
N−q−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t) · · ·
3q−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
2q−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
q−1∏
j=1
(1 − j t)
=
N/q−1∏
j=0
N−(qj+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt). (44)
The last line in Eq. (11) is obtained by separating the product ∏N−(qj+1)p=1 (1 −pt) into a product
for which p is congruent to q and a product for which p is not congruent to q . That is,
N−(qj+1)∏
p=1
(1 − pt)
=
N/q−j∏
p=1
(
1 − (qp − (q − 1))t)N/q−j∏
p=1
(
1 − (qp − (q − 2))t) · · ·N/q−j−1∏
p=1
(
1 − (qp)t).
The product over j may be carried out by realizing that the term with p = 1 in all products
with the coefficient of t being non-congruent to q appears N/q times, p = 2 appears N/q − 1
times and p = i appears N/q − i + 1 times. The product over j for the last product in which
the coefficient of t being congruent to q , shows that the term with p = i appears N/q − i times,
q.e.d.
Appendix B. The parametrized Euler characteristic for g even
In this appendix we derive the expression for the parametrized Euler characteristic for even g
as given in Eq. (18). The first line given in Eq. (13) does not contribute to the parametrized Euler
characteristic ξ sg(γ ), while the contribution of Eq. (17) is
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s+1
(g + s − 2)!
g!
(
1 − qg−1)Bg
+ (−1)s+1 (g + s − 2)!
g! q
g−1
×
(
Bg
(
2
q
)
+ 2Bg
(
3
q
)
+ · · · + (q − 2)Bg
(
1
q
))
. (45)
Using the symmetry Bg(1 − x) = Bg(x), we may write
Bg
(
2
q
)
+ 2Bg
(
3
q
)
+ · · · + (q − 2)Bg
(
1
q
)
= q − 2
(
2Bg
(
1
)
+ 2Bg
(
2
)
+ · · · + Bg
(
q/2
))
.2 q q q
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formula for the Bernoulli polynomials
Bq(kx) = kq−1
q−1∑
k=0
(
n
k
)
Bq(x + j/k),
at x = 0. Then, a simple computation shows
2Bg
(
1
q
)
+ 2Bg
(
2
q
)
+ · · · + Bg
(
q/2
q
)
=
(
1
qg−1
− 1
)
Bg.
Therefore, if g is even, the parametrized Euler characteristic ξ sg(γ ) becomes
ξ sg(γ ) = (−1)s+1
(g + s − 2)!
g!
(
1 − qg−1)Bg
+ (−1)s+1 (g + s − 2)!
g! q
g−1
(
q − 2
2
)(
1
qg−1
− 1
)
Bg
= (−1)s (g + s − 2)!
g!2
(
qg − q)Bg. (46)
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